GEO MARMA - SET OF 9
EXTERIOR GEOPATHIC REVERSAL

Geo-Marma is a product to be used in a property where big VV17 with marma remedies is too big and regular marma or 9-vital point remedies are too small.

It should be noted that if not properly handled, these 9 points of the plots are most vulnerable and weak areas from where geostress can travel to habitats.

Geo-Marma is a strong product, which has strength to activate these points on a positive emission. Geopathy & marma solution goes hand in hand.

- These vital point remedies are used where creation of a Vastu boundary using cosmic symbols is not possible.
- The range of this new solution is for properties of the area between 1 to 5 acres.
- For larger plots, above 5 acres and more, we use regular marma remedies along with VV17 both together.
- Geo Marma would act as a strong solution for unblocking 9-vital Marma of mother earth and also shielding the house of property from Geo stresses.

Geo Marma - Set of 9
Size: 4 in x 4 in x 10 in
Pit Size (each geo marma): 1 ft x 1 ft x 1 ft

Note: Detailed description regarding the product and installation is given in the manual.

For more information contact - +91 9822573102, www.vastuworld.com